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Lesson 1: Cradling and Stick Control
Introduction
As players move to a higher level of play, the pace of the game and the pressure placed on them by defenders increases as
well. Cradling and stick protection skills must improve as well. Effective cradling and good stick control allow a player to retain
possession. In this lesson we will discuss moves a player should master once the basic two-handed and one handed cradle motion
is automatic.

Teaching the Skill
Triple Threat
A main point of emphasis for more advanced players is maintaining the “Triple Threat” or
dodge, shoot, pass positioning of the head of the stick. This is also referred to as keeping the
head of the stick in the box. By doing so, a player will always be in a position to dodge, shoot
or pass (DSP) as the game increases in speed and skill.
TEACHING TIP: It is important to help all players, at all levels to understand the
importance of the Triple Threat or DSP position. “Hanging” the stick low and off to the
side exposes the player to a stick check, but more importantly carrying the stick low ADDS an additional mechanic (and
time) before the player is in position to do something with the ball.
Two-Handed Cradle - Switching Hands
At this level, players need to be comfortable switching hands to effectively evade defenders. The ability to change hands
allows players to respond to approaching or close defenders.
1. Have the player bring the stick, in a vertical position, from behind his right shoulder to his right ear.  
2. As the player continues to bring the stick in front of his face, his dominant hand should slide down the shaft while his
non-dominant hand (at the same time) slides up the shaft to replace the right hand.
a. As the hands come together, it is the RIGHT hand that is removed from the stick to facilitate the left hand
continuing up the stick.
3. As the stick continues to the players LEFT ear, the RIGHT hand follows to the left, and in a downward track so as to
control the butt of the stick.
Players should become proficient in quickly moving the stick from a right-handed cradle to a left-handed cradle while
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maintaining control of their stick.
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TEACHING TIP: encourage that players follow the Ear / Face / Slide, and then Replace.
Situational cradling and stick protection
Coaches at this level need to promote the art of cradling simply as an effective means to control the ball while in the stick.
Teach players the benefits of gaining control quickly and moving the ball down the field even more quickly. Players need to
be coached to base their cradling and stick protection on the proximity and location of the defenders by:
Carrying the ball comfortably and cradle only when necessary and using their body to protect the ball
TEACHING TIP: Use descriptive language such as “your body protects the handle, your head protects the head of the
stick”
• Making sure stick movement is always away from pressure
• Use an irregular rhythm which eliminates the opportunity for the defender to "time" his check.

Error Detection and Correction
Error: The Stick does not move to a VERTICAL state as it is being switched from side to side.
Correction: Have players return the stick to the box position even when the stick is in their non-dominant hand so they
can also be a Triple Threat.
Error: Player is “throwing” or “tossing” the Stick from one hand to another.
Correction: Have the player slow down the steps to switching hands so they maintain control of the move.
Error: Stick hanging away from body instead of in triple threat position
Correction: Have player cradle with tennis ball under armpit
Error: Players may have a tendency to cradle TOO MUCH.
Correction: Practice cradling rhythms based on proximity to dummy defenders
       
Long Stick: Cradling and Stick Protection
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Use your body as a blocking tool. Keep your body in between the ball and the riding attackman. Do not cradle with 1 hand
like a midfielder. Stay in 2 hands and power cradle through checks. Always keep your stick to the outside.
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